
TruScale  
Backup  
with Veeam®

Peace of mind with agile and scalable  
data protection for all your workloads,  
wherever they are located



With data growing at 
astounding rates, IT leaders 
depend more and more 
on reliable backup and 
recoverability of their data. 
But faced with fragmented, 
legacy systems for data 
protection, backup, and 
recovery, achieving seamless 
data security can become a 
complex and costly task.

The growing threat from cyberattacks further 
adds to this challenge. If you are targeted, 
how do you recover your vital data?

• In the space of 12 months, 72% of 
organizations have had partial or  
complete ransomware attacks  
on their backup repositories.

• Almost all attackers attempted to  
destroy backup repositories to disable  
the victim’s ability to recover without 
paying the ransom.

• Most (76%) victims paid the ransom to end 
the attack and recover data. However, while 
some organizations were able to recover 
data after payment, 24% paid but were still 
not able to recover their data.1

Effective data backup is the last line of 
defense against threats such as ransomware.  
Unfortunately, traditional backup tools were 
not created for virtualized environments 
leaving IT managers to struggle with lengthy 
recovery times, high costs, and lack of 
scalability.  

To successfully protect your data, you need 
a solution that goes beyond simple backup, 
enabling rapid comprehensive recovery of 
the data, while maximizing ROI, reducing 
downtime, and simplifying IT workloads.

Overcoming  
the data  
management 
challenge



Introducing: Lenovo  
TruScale Backup with Veeam

Lenovo and Veeam have partnered to deliver modern data protection that’s  
designed for today’s virtual, physical, and multicloud environments.

Lenovo TruScale Backup with Veeam combines Lenovo 
ThinkSystem appliances with Veeam’s data protection 
platform to reduce IT complexity, speed up time  
to recovery, and deliver a cloud-like operating 
model - on-premises.

TruScale Backup with Veeam protects all  
of your workloads – whatever they are and 
whether they are located on-premises, in a 
hybrid environment, or in the public cloud.

The solution supports the backup and 
recovery process, efficiently securing 
backups of critical data, and allowing  
for the safe restore of data in the event  
of a security breach or cyberattack.

It gives you peace of mind that your critical 
data is protected with a simple, flexible, 
and reliable solution that can evolve and 
scale as your requirements change. Lenovo 
and Veeam have you covered.



truscale.com

1 https://go.veeam.com/wp-ransomware-trends-report-2022  
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Why TruScale?

Lenovo TruScale’s unparalleled flexibility lets you respond dynamically to changing business demands  
and achieve your strategic vision of the future. 

With TruScale’s as-a-service model, you can:

• Rapidly provision global teams with the right technology anytime, anywhere

• Scale and flex your infrastructure capabilities with the pay-as-you-grow approach  
as your needs evolve 

• Reliably and effortlessly manage your day-to-day IT operations and stay focused  
on more strategic initiatives

• Free up capital with no upfront costs

• Have complete confidence that your workloads are protected, wherever they are located

Protect your critical  
workloads with Lenovo

Arrange a discussion with one of our experts now. 

truscale@lenovo.com


